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ABSTRACT: The use of three-layer electroactives poly-
mers is becoming more widely known among researchers
and engineers because of their potentials to become me-
chanical actuators. The up-to-date research and develop-
ment in the NafionVR/Metal composites has given some
fundamentals, preparation techniques, and modeling of
the phenomena regarding the deformation of the material
from different scientific point of view. This gives the oppor-
tunity to propose correlations for modeling the phenomena
present in these materials by different approaches. A consti-
tutive model for the bending deformation of a NafionV

R

Ionic Polymer-Metal Composite (IPMC) was formulated
based on an approach that represents, analogically, a phase

transformation inside the base polymer and combines it
with the bending of a beam in order to predict the displace-
ment when the material is subject to an electrical input. The
model was solved and evaluated for five different types of
counter-ion systems. Experimental data was used to solve
the parameters within the model. The results of the solved
model gave a good fitting of the experimental data and are
shown for different voltage and frequency conditions in all
five ionic systems. VVC 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym
Sci 112: 3284–3293, 2009
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INTRODUCTION

Electroactives polymers are functional materials that
have grasped the attention of researchers and engi-
neers in the recent years. Ionic Polymer-Metal Com-
posites (IPMC) are electroactive polymers that
consist in three-layer arrangements between an ion-
exchange resin and a set of metal electrodes built on
the polymer surface through chemical reactions.
These materials are able to exhibit large deforma-
tions when placed in a time varying electric field.1–3

Although scientists have been working with electro-
active polymers, several of the phenomena associ-
ated to the IPMC are still under active research. It is
observed that, in general, the phenomena associated
to the bending are still in ways to be explained in
engineering standards for practical interpretation,
design and application. In the meanwhile, different
approaches to model the particular features found in
IPMC are possible. The up-to-date research and de-
velopment in the IPMC as actuators or sensors has
given some fundamentals, preparation techniques,
and modeling of the phenomena regarding the de-

formation of the material from a scientific point of
view.4–7

To name some examples, considering only the
report advances as from the year 2000,8 de Gennes,
Okumura, Shahinpoor, and Kim and coworkers9

presented the first phenomenological theory for
sensing and actuation in IPMC based on linear irre-
versible thermodynamics, with two driving forces (E
and a water pressure gradient !p) and two fluxes
(electric current and water current). Asaka and
Oguro10 discussed the bending of polyelectrolyte
membrane-platinum composites by electric stimuli
and presented a theory on actuation mechanisms in
IPMC by considering the electro-osmotic drag term
in transport equations. Nemat-Nasser and Li11 pre-
sented a modeling on the electromechanical
response of ionic polymer-metal composites based
on electrostatic attraction/repulsion forces in the
IPMC. Later, Nemat-Nasser12 presented a revised
version of their earlier article and stressed the role
of hydrated cation transport within the clusters and
polymeric networks in IPMC. Nemat-Nasser and
Wu13 have presented a discussion on the role of
back bone ionic polymer and in particular sulfonic
versus carboxylic ionic polymers, and the effect of
different cations such as Kþ, Naþ, Liþ, Csþ, and
some organometalic cations on the actuation and
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sensing performance of IPMC’s. Tadokoro,14 Tado-
koro et al.15,16 have presented an actuator model of
IPMC for robotic applications on the basis of physic-
chemical phenomena.

All these different approaches found in the formu-
lation of the mathematical aspects which try to
explain such a particular feature (the bending action)
found in IPMC materials, somehow had made many
engineers to choose for actual experimentation
(rather than one faithful approach) to have a basic
understanding of the electroactive phenomenon to
use it for specific design purposes; which consumes
time and is still far to contribute to the establishment
of standards in the field of giving applications to the
material. In this work, an empirical model for the
bending action of an IPMC strip was established
using a phase transformation approach. It began
with the formulation of the equations needed to
describe the external and internal behaviors present
in a strip of IPMC placed in a cantilever arrange-
ment. The deformation of a beam is used to establish
the external behavior of the polymer when subject to
electrical stimulation. After this, the internal behav-
ior of the counter-ions and water molecules is treat
similar to a case of phase transformation such in the
case of certain metals (where more than one physical
phase coexist with the materials) with a suitable
equation. This model, constructed from the external
and internal behaviors of the electroactive polymers,
uses parameters which are solved from experimental
data obtained from an evaluation of displacement
using different cation systems which achieve differ-
ent degrees of deformation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The IPMC films used were made by coating a NafionV
R

ion-exchange membrane with platinum in a series of
oxidation and reduction reactions, according to Oguro
et al.1 NafionV

R

117 was acquired from FuelCellStore
(San Diego, CA). The Platinum complex salt, Tetraami-
neplatinum(II) Chloride, and other reactants were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). IPMC
strips (1.0 � 3.0 cm2) samples with deposited metallic
layers made of Platinum were specially treated to have
mainly Lithium (Liþ), Potassium (Kþ), Sodium (Naþ),
Magnesium (Mg2þ), and Calcium (Ca2þ) counter-ions,
respectively to be use in individual experiments to
obtain displacement measurements.

Displacement evaluation

The design of the experimental setting is resumed as
follows: for the electrical input, a function generator

was used to provide stable electrical signal condi-
tions by means of adjusting the voltage and fre-
quency as required. To have a voltage over the
IPMC, the strip was arranged in such a way that: (1)
both electrodes are connected to the circuit, (2) the
IPMC is fixed in a cantilever configuration, and (3) it
is easy to measure the displacement at each experi-
mental run. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the pro-
posed experimental setting for the displacement
evaluation.
The experiment for electroactive deformation is

done using a FG-281 function generator (Kenwood
TMI, Japan) to provide a square signal at controlled
conditions of voltage and frequency. The output
electrodes are fixed as Fe plates coated with gold
and using a clamp to grab the IPMC sample in a
cantilever arrangement. The Fe plate ends (0.2 � 0.7
cm2) are connected with an RG-58A BCN Cable
(Miyazaki, Japan) to observe the maximum displace-
ment achieve at the tip of the free end of the poly-
mer (Fig. 1). The deformation measurements are
performed with the aid of a millimetric paper set in
a carefully fixed perpendicular surface to achieve an
accurate measure without interfering with the poly-
mer’s movement.

Figure 1 Diagram showing the proposed experimental
setting for measuring the total displacement of an IPMC
strip. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Modeling of the displacement
as a deforming beam

The modeling begins with the characterization of the
system to be analyzed in its external behavior. The
configuration of the IPMC is the same as a beam in
a cantilever state, having one end fixed and the
other end free for movement. When a load is
applied to the system, a reversible deformation is
produced. Where P is the load (virtual) responsible
for the movement and d is the maximum displace-
ment obtained from the deformation; taking in
account the existence of a reciprocal deformation
when the system enters relaxation after the load
disappears.

The deformation of the system may be expressed
mathematically as a function of the load and the ma-
terial properties along the length of the beam. By
Hooke’s law, it is known that the deformation over a
beam system as presented in Figure 2 is given by:

eðvÞ ¼ rðvÞ
E

¼ PX

EZ
(1)

where r(v) is the bending stress on a beam or strip
at a distance X from the point of application of the
load to its fixed end. E is the modulus of elasticity
of the material which composed the beam. Z is the
section modulus, which is constant while the geo-
metric shape does not change.

In this case, there is not a load P responsible for
the displacement d. However, this load exists as a
respond to the potential difference given by an elec-
tric field. For this reason it is referred to as a virtual
load. On the other hand, it is known that the dis-
placement d is directly proportional to this virtual
load P, as shown in Figure 3. This is:

P ¼ a � d (2)

where a in eq. (2) is a proportionality constant in
mass/distance dimensions. Then eq. (1) may be
written as:

e ¼ aX

ZE

8>: 9>;d

or

d ¼ ZE

aX

8>: 9>;e (3)

where K is equal to:

K ¼ ZE

aX
(4)

It is observed here that a and E are parameters that
depend on the material. Also X and Z depend on
the geometry and the position of the material. In
eq. (3) the K is called a factor for the virtual, geomet-
ric, and material conditions. At normal conditions, a
and E are constant as the material does not change
its properties. In this case, however, the material
will change its composition properties at the diffu-
sion zones, and thus a and E will also change.
Nevertheless, to begin the modeling it is considered
that these parameters will remain constant.

Determining the factor K for the effect
of the presence of the ion

After establishing the principles for the external
behavior for the bending beam system, the following
states regarding the internal changes within the ma-
terial are considered, as shown in Figure 4.
The diffusion of particles (primarily cations and

waters molecules) from a state A to B promotes the
volumetric expansion in one side of the cross section
of the thickness; and, thus, a volumetric contraction
at the other side. In a particular region at a state A0,
a lower concentration of the counter-ion is observed.
After the migration it is possible to see that a larger

Figure 2 A system having a beam being deformed by a
load (virtual) P, producing a total displacement d.

Figure 3 Linear relationship between the virtual load P
and the total displacement d.
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volume of particles or counter-ions in the same
region or space previously at state A0 has allocated
there, which turned into a state B0. This change let us
relate the diffusive process as a phase transformation
induced by an external factor, more than by transport
phenomena. Since one of the sides will have a larger
concentration than the other, A0 and B0 may be con-
sider two phases coexisting at the same time in the
material. It is proposed by this that the change in the
physical-chemical state due to ion transport diffusion
as a consequence of the application of a potential dif-
ference in an ionic polymer-metal composite, IPMC,
is considered as a type of phase transformation in the
material, induced by said potential difference. That
way, the following behavior regarding the ionic
migration within the polymeric cross section, while
increasing the potential to diffuse by means of a volt-
age (V), should be seen, as shown in Figure 5.

Where, Vfi
is the volumetric fraction of the coun-

ter-ion present or missing in the material. The volu-
metric fraction is expressed by the next equation:

Vfi ¼
Vi

VT
(5)

having,

1 � Vfi � 0

where, Vi is the volume occupied by the counter-ion
inside the polymer and VT is the total volume in the
material.

As most of the attention is toward the surface that
expands, where the most of the counter-ions
migrate, and because of the reciprocity of the phe-
nomenon, it is possible to just consider the surface
that expands. This way, by constant frequency (v)
conditions and the migration of a certain size of
counter-ion specie, Vfi

should be able to show the
following behavior shown in Figure 6.
So, at the end, for other values of frequency condi-

tions, the following behavior is obtained as seen in
Figure 7.
To calculate the different curves of Vfi

within dif-
ferent voltages and frequency conditions, the model
of phase transformation developed by Cortes and
coworkers18–21 may be analogically applied for these
conditions in such a way that the following equation
is obtained:

Vfi ¼ 1þ V

VC

8>: 9>;�B� ��1

(6)

where V is the potential difference in Volts, VC is a
characteristic potential difference at specific fre-
quency conditions, and B represents a factor for the
constitution of the material system (i.e., NafionVR

with Lithium cations inside). Graphically, VC repre-
sents the potential difference at 50% of transforma-
tion. This is explained graphically in Figure 8.
Then, it may be proposed that VC and B are found

in terms of the frequency (v) and the distinctive

Figure 5 Behavior of the volume fraction at both side of
the cross section of the membrane.

Figure 6 Behavior of the volume fraction Vfi
at the

expanding side of the cross section at a specific frequency v.

Figure 4 Diagram showing the change in the phase at one side of the cross section if the membrane. Where D is the Dif-
fusion of cations from one side of the cross section to the other.
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characteristic of the embedded counter-ion, like the
ionic radius (rion), respectively. This is:

VC ¼ fnðmÞ; B ¼ fnðrionÞ (7)

which is graphically shown in Figure 9. By substitut-
ing eq. (7) into eq. (6), there is

Vfi ¼ 1þ V

fnðmÞ
8>>: 9>>;�fnðrionÞ

" #�1

(8)

The eq. (8) represents the volumetric fraction of the
new transformed ionic phase. This means that it rep-
resents the volume fraction of the immigrated ions
by the effect of the potential difference applied to
the IPMC and the type of counter-ion being trans-
ported. However, for the results of this work, these
were left as two parameters instead of functions in
order to be solved as such and evaluate their ten-
dencies through the change in frequency and ionic
radius values correspondingly.

Retaking eq. (3), and emphasizing in the displace-
ment of the strip in terms of the determination over
the surface generated by the virtual load, and which
it may be justified to be equal to the increase in the
volume provided by the diffusion of the ionic phase
in the surface of the strip, the total displacement
of the previous external beam system may be
expressed as:

d ¼ Ke (9)

as seen in Figure 10, for constant conditions of ge-
ometry and material properties.

When the material changes, the following behav-
ior may be expressed graphically as in Figure 11.

Where the change in the material, in terms of the
of the volume fraction of the contained ion specie, is

observed as a particular composition of the achieved
configuration.
This way, each slope is a particular function of the

type of material under constant geometric condi-
tions. Thus, as shown in Figure 12:

K ¼ mVfi (10)

where m is a proportionality constant. And so,
eq. (10) is specify as:

K ¼ m � fnðm; rionÞ (11)

Substituting eq. (8) in eq. (11), it results:

K ¼ m � 1þ V

fnðmÞ
8>>: 9>>;�fnðrionÞ

" #�1

(12)

Which is the factor needed for eq. (3). It may be
noticed that the factor K in eq. (12) is a function of
the potential difference, the frequency, and the ionic
characteristic. Also the proportionality constant m
and the volume fraction of the ion play a role in the
equations.
Equation (12) helps confirm that the factor K is pa-

rameter strongly dependant on the material proper-
ties and the operational conditions; so that it
becomes a critical parameter that enables to distin-
guish the material under the mechanical effect of de-
formation-displacement of the same. However, as VC

and B in eq. (6) still do not have a physical meaning,
they are considered here just as two values that vary
with frequency and ionic radius respectively.

Determining the deformation as a function
of the operational conditions

Parting from eq. (3) and substituting in eq. (12), it is
given that

Figure 7 Behavior of the volume fraction Vfi
at the

expanding side of the cross section at several frequency
conditions.

Figure 8 The characteristic voltage VC is the value of
potential difference at which the system is at 50% of
transformation.
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d ¼ m � e � 1þ V

VC

8>: 9>;�B� ��1

(14)

Considering the deformation over a section of the
surface as a variable with a very small magnitude
and practically constant for the displacements
obtained experimentally, it may be established that:

a ¼ m � e ¼ constant

where,

d ¼ a � 1þ V

VC

8>: 9>;�B� ��1

(15)

Equation (15) represents the constitutive model that
let us predict the total displacement from the bend-
ing deformation action in the IPMC strip. To use
this constitutive model, the three parameters, a, VC,
and B must be solved; which is the purpose of the
steps to follow in the methodology established in
the previous chapter. As the dimensions of the
IPMC sample are considered inside a, it is to notice

that for the experimental evaluation and solution of
the parameters in this work all the samples had the
same size. Thus, eq. (15) reflects the proportional
tendencies of the displacement at any of the condi-
tions at which the samples were experimentally
deformed. Nevertheless, the parameter a may be
rearranged to let the material dimensions vary if it is
of further interest.

Modeling of the strain and modulus of elasticity

After the solution of eq. (15) for the given parame-
ters, by eq. (3) an expression of strain in terms of the
geometry of the strip, the characteristics of the mate-
rial, and the operational conditions may be obtained.

e ¼ a � aX

ZE

8>: 9>; � 1þ V

VC

8>: 9>;�B� ��1

(16)

On the other hand, by relating eq. (3) and eq. (16) it
is possible to determine the Modulus of elasticity for
the material as a function of the operational and
ionic characteristics present in the material.

Figure 9 The possible behaviors of characteristic voltage VC versus Frequency and the material parameter B versus the
ionic radius.

Figure 10 The total displacement as a linear relationship
between the factor K and the strain e.

Figure 11 Behavior of total displacement d versus strain
e at different conditions of potential difference.
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E ¼ aXm

Z

8>: 9>; � 1þ V

VC

8>: 9>;�B� ��1

(17)

Equation (17) confirms that the compound material,
and particularly of variable composition even under
control, possesses also variable mechanical proper-
ties; being this one of the most distinctive character-
istics of a functional and reconfigurable material.
The modulus of elasticity E traditionally is a mate-
rial constant, however in eq. (17) it is expressed as a
function of the factors related to the external and in-
ternal changes in the system. In numerical simula-
tion, it may serve the purpose of predicting the
changes in the modulus of elasticity due to the
change in the conditions given to the material.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mathematical fitting of the data
to obtain parameters

Having eq. (15), a mathematical fitting of the data
was obtained defining the parameters for the charac-
teristic voltage VC and the material parameters a
and B. By using Newton-Rahpson method to find
the minimum values of the sum of squares of the

difference between the calculated and experimental
displacements, a mathematical fitting is done for all
the five systems, using different values of VC along
the frequency sets, and having the material parame-
ters a and B affecting the over-all system. The results
for the constitution of the material system B and the
proportionality factor a of the respective ionic spe-
cies used are presented in Table I. The results for
VC, which represents the potential difference at 50%
of transformation, is presented in Table II at differ-
ent frequency conditions for the respective counter-
ions used.

Graphical results from the solved equations

The parameters shown in Tables I and II were used
in eq. (15) to graph a comparison between the dis-
placements obtain from the model and the experi-
mental data. For illustration purpose, Figures 13–17
shows the results at three different frequency

TABLE I
Results for Material Parameters a and B for Respective

Counter-Ions Used

Parameter

Counter-ions

Liþ Naþ Kþ Mg2þ Ca2þ

a 56.25 41.85 20.48 41.23 22.52
B 1.64 2.19 3.05 1.87 2.76

TABLE II
Results for Parameter VC at Different Frequency

Conditions with Respective Counter-Ions

Frequency
(mHz)

Characteristic potential difference VC

Liþ Naþ Kþ Mg2þ Ca2þ

50 5.25 4.77 4.31 4.07 2.69
100 5.64 4.98 5.09 4.33 2.89
300 10.76 7.66 7.09 6.53 5.04
500 13.99 9.74 8.16 9.78 6.01
700 16.08 10.78 9.39 10.73 6.55

1000 18.48 19.29 11.29 14.58 8.26
2000 31.77 25.70 14.78 24.10 12.18

Figure 12 Linear relationship between the factor K and
the volume fraction Vfi

.

Figure 13 Comparison between the experimental data
(marker) and the results obtained from eq. (15) at different
frequency values for an IPMC containing Lithium ions.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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conditions. The dash line represents the model
results, while the markers represent the experimen-
tal data.

Lithium has an ionic radius of 76 pm,22 which
makes it one of the smallest ions used. The basic
tendency of Lithium is the same as the rest of the
ionic species to explain further on. As there is an
increase in the voltage, the displacement of the
IPMC strip also increases. However, as the values of
frequency increase, the displacement values decrease
significantly. Further on, it is noticed how the ion
contents affects this values, as the other cations were
compared.

In the case of sodium, its ions have a radius of
102 pm22; which is near the size of potassium. This

make the sodium ions the second largest of the cati-
onic species used. The results in this case show less
performance in the displacement making it lower
than the case of lithium but still later seen to be
larger than potassium when used as the ion content
of the IPMC.
Potassium ions have a radius of 138 pm22 and are

the largest of the five species used. As it is to be
seen, this ion content is the one which gave the
smallest values for the total displacement. The ten-
dencies to increase the displacement at the increase
of the voltage and the decrease of the frequency
remain The results indicate that the potassium has
almost half the performance of lithium ions when
achieving the deformation, although potassium is a

Figure 14 Comparison between the experimental data
(marker) and the results obtained from eq. (15) at different
frequency values for an IPMC containing Sodium ions.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 15 Comparison between the experimental data
(marker) and the results obtained from eq. (15) at different
frequency values for an IPMC containing Potassium ions.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 16 Comparison between the experimental data
(marker) and the results obtained from eq. (15) at different
frequency values for an IPMC containing Magnesium ions.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 17 Comparison between the experimental data
(marker) and the results obtained from eq. (15) at different
frequency values for an IPMC containing Calcium ions.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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larger cation and should occupy more volume. How-
ever, it is considered that potassium may travel
much slower than Lithium due to its size. Larger
cationic species seem to have more difficulties to
travel along the Nafion polymer back-bone chains;
so it is considered that not all the potassium tend to
reach the cathode side.23 Having ions still scattered
at the center of the cross section instead of the
expanding side may result in lower displacements
as shown in the graphed in Figure 15.

Magnesium has an ionic radius of 72 pm22; plac-
ing it as the smallest cation used in the experimenta-
tion, and is also a divalent cationic specie. As it is
mentioned before, divalent cations have a greater
tendency to orient and polarize water molecules and
to resist dehydration.24 Any change in the tendency
based on the valence of the cation, besides the ionic
radius, is of interest for the analysis of the displace-
ment obtained from the IPMC. If the results from
the monovalent species sustained a tendency at
which the smallest cation, the lithium, showed the
greatest displacements, when comparing the lithium
and magnesium the results show something differ-
ent. Although the results are very similar to the lith-
ium, the performance of magnesium is slightly
lower.

Calcium is also a divalent cation specie as the
Magnesium. It has an ionic radius of 99 pm,22 which
is compared to the sodium of 102 pm. The results
showed a slightly better performance than those
seen when using Sodium as ionic content; especially
at higher frequencies with values of 1000 and 200
mHz where in the case of Sodium the response is
lesser. Figure 17 presents the results obtained from
experimentation. Based on the other results, the
tendency regarding the type of cationic specie
seems to indicate that the total displacement
increases with the decrease of the ionic radius of
the cation inside the IPMC strip. This information
is useful for further modeling of the bending action
of the IPMC.

All five species have been considered small ions
that achieve a fast response in the IPMC.23 As we
have presented, the effect of the counter-ion in the
response of the IPMC depended on the movement
of these cationic ion species in the swelling film
along with water due to the migration of both into
the cathode side. However, there different sizes and
charge values, which seemed to affect the response
in such a way from one cation to another.

CONCLUSION

A constitutive model for the bending deformation of
an electrically induced IPMC was proposed, devel-
oped, and solved using experimental data. The con-
stitutive equation was result of combining the

bending deformation of a beam system that is sub-
ject to a (virtual) load, which is then account as the
result of an analogical phase transformation which
forms two phases at both sides of the cross section
of the IPMC samples. A phase transformation model
was adjusted to represent the internal changes in the
volume fraction of the contained counter-ions inside
the polymer as a function of the applied voltage V, a
related to a characteristic voltage VC which depends
on the frequency conditions, and a parameter B
which is a function of the inner constitution of the
material base on the ionic content. The parameters
needed for the model were defined using a mathe-
matical fitting by minimum sum of squares,
and solving by the Newton-Rhapson method.
The dimensions of the IPMC samples for the experi-
mental evaluation were always the same leaving the
parameters solved in this work to reflect the propor-
tional tendencies of the displacement at any of the
conditions at which the samples were experimen-
tally deformed. Nevertheless, the parameter a may
be rearranged to let the material dimensions vary
for further use; as it may be possible to calculate
other properties as strain and modulus of modulus
of elasticity for design purposes.
The experimental data compared to the results

from the model show an acceptable fitting for most
of the systems; demonstrating the effectiveness of
the model in the proposed approach using the phase
transformation theory. The constitutive model solved
here, may be use as an engineering tool for quick
reference of the relation between the bending action
of the IPMC and the electrical input required to trig-
ger its electroactive phenomenon. This tool may be
further use for design and simulation of IPMC sys-
tems regarding the active positioning of the polymer
strip based on the requirements of the engineers and
designers without the necessity of a deep chemical
or materials background.
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